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Abstract
Dynamic line rating has emerged as a solution for reducing congestion in overhead lines, allowing the
optimization of power systems assets. This technique is based on direct and/or indirect monitoring of
conductor temperature. Different devices and methods have been developed to sense conductor temper-
ature in critical spans. In this work, an algorithm based on WLS is proposed to estimate temperature
in all ruling spans of an overhead line. This algorithm uses indirect measurements - i.e. weather reports
and/or downscaling nowcasting models as inputs as well as direct measurements of mechanical tension,
sag and/or conductor temperature. The algorithm has been tested using typical atmospheric conditions
in Iceland along with an overhead line’s real design, showing robustness, efficiency and the ability to
minimize error in measurements.
Keywords: Dynamic Line Rating (DLR), Overhead Line (OHL), State Estimation (SE), Uncertainty
propagation, Weighted Least Square (WLS)
1. Introduction
Overhead lines (OHLs) are facing new challenges in planning, operation and control. For instance,
power system operators seek to push the operational limits [1] while maintaining high reliability levels.
Under normal operating conditions the capacity of short and medium OHLs is commonly restricted by the
minimum clearance between the conductor and the ground [2], which is defined by the sag of the catenary.
To optimize OHLs capacity given this kind of restriction, Dynamic Line Rating (DLR) can be used [3].
With this technique a more realistic ampacity limit can be calculated. DLR sets dynamically ampacity
limits using the actual atmospheric conditions, in opposition to the traditional approach (called Static
Line Rating (SLR)), where the conductor’s capacity is computed taking conservative or worst atmospheric
conditions scenarios, that seldom occurs. The dynamic limit is commonly higher than the SLR limit; in
reference [4] a higher ampacity (compared to the SLR limit) is measured 99% of the time when DLR is
used. Consequently, a reduction in power congestion or bottlenecks and an increment of the margin of
maneuver under contingencies is achieved when DLR is implemented. This is particularly beneficial when
wind power is connected to the grid [5], because of the relation between wind speed, power generation
and conductor ampacity. Indeed, given DLR advantages, applications for control, planning and operation
of power systems are available in order to optimize these systems [6]. Examples of such applications are:
inclusion of OHL temperature as a constraint to compute optimal power flows [7] or incorporating DLR
into the scheduling [8, 9]. These applications can be added to the nowadays energy management systems
[10].
Direct and indirect methods are used for DLR. Indirect methods are based on computing the conduc-
tor’s temperature using data from weather stations close to the OHL and/or using atmospheric models
coming from the area of influence of the line [11]. In contrast, direct methods take measurements directly
from the OHL (frequency of vibration, mechanical tension, sag position, among others [3]) in order to
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compute either the sag, the mechanical tension or the temperature over the conductor [10]. An additional
option to increase reliability is the adoption of hybrid systems (direct and indirect measurements); for
instance, in [12] both weather and tension measurements are used to monitor ampacity in OHLs spans.
Although a set of DLR technologies is already available [13], a methodology to integrate both kinds of
measurements to obtain a reliable overview of the entire line capacity is not available.
The conductor’s resistance changes as a consequence of variations in temperature, which impacts the
power flow [14] and the OHLs protections [15]. To model this, variations in temperature values along
OHLs have been included in the line model in reference [16] by means of dividing the line into sections,
based on gradients of temperature along the entire line. Given the relationship between resistance and
temperature, the introduction of PMU measurements to estimate average conductor temperature along
OHLs is proposed in reference [17]. Here the Weighted Least Square method (WLS) is applied. In a
similar way, in [18] the average conductor temperature is computed at steady state and during thermal
transients using only PMU, by means of linearizing the state estimation problem. In reference [19], an
improved model based on PMU is presented. It considers the atmospheric conditions along the line route
through π-equivalent circuits connected in series. These series represent sections of the OHL. Temperature
is computed in the different sections.
In reference [20] the performance of PMU as DLR method is assessed, concluding that even though
state estimation techniques are used, the error in the computed temperature is larger than acceptable
margins as a result of both atmospheric changes along the line and error in measurements. To improve
the conductor temperature estimation when applying PMU, different DLR methods can be used on the
same OHL. For instance, in reference [21], the thermal resistivity coefficient is optimized through PMU
and temperature measurements located in specific points of the line. This optimization is carried out as
consequence of computing negative resistances when only PMUs are used. In reference [22], PMU and
tension monitoring systems are used for DLR. This way, an overview of the line’s temperature can be
obtained using PMU and critical spans are directly monitored by the mechanical tension system.
As a consequence of the fact that critical span changes in time and space (which limits the OHL
capacity), the number and location of spans to monitor have to be defined. In reference [23] a heuris-
tic methodology to identify critical spans based on computing conductor temperature in each span is
proposed. In that study the span temperature is estimated using data from historical weather reports
and climate models. In reference [24] a similar methodology is developed considering the clearances to
ground, instead of the conductor temperature. Although methodologies to identify critical spans tend to
use optimization algorithms, a risk level is assumed in the spans that are not being monitored. In conse-
quence, it is desirable to know or at least to estimate the state of all spans in an economical and reliable
way. An option to estimate weather conditions along the line is to interpolate atmospheric parameters
in space (nowcasting) using meteorological models and/or a set of atmospheric measurements [25] taken
close to the influence area of the OHL. Thus, with a set of monitoring stations covering critical spans
and nowcasting along the OHL, a reliable overview of the entire conductor temperature can be achieved.
However, even assuming that a complete conductor capacity monitoring system is available in each span,
errors in the computing of conductor temperature as a result of uncertainties in both measurements and
conductor parameters are presented [26]. Moreover, error is higher for low currents [27]. This is common
in OHLs that operate at low capacities in order to guarantee the reliability criteria N − 1. Consequently,
various efforts have been carried out in order to quantify the impact of different kinds of errors over tem-
perature estimation. In reference [27] a methodology to analyze the influence of conductor temperature
measurement errors over the computed ampacity is presented. In reference [28] an estimation algorithm
based on the Monte Carlo method is developed. It considers uncertainty in the heat transfer model and
in atmospheric measurements. A similar analysis is presented in [29], by applying affine arithmetic in
order to identify critical spans and to find out the corresponding temperature.
The previous state estimation algorithms only apply to direct [17, 18] or indirect measurements
[28, 29], but not to hybrid systems. Therefore, to minimize errors in temperature estimation of all spans
of an OHL, this work proposes a state estimation (SE) algorithm based on WLS. In this algorithm the
elements of the Jacobian matrix, the elements of the measurement weight matrix and the measurement
functions are presented in a novel way. It uses the available direct and indirect measurements and adds the
advantage of including redundant measurements as numerical weather prediction (NWP) and downscaling
atmospheric nowcasting models, thus increasing reliability. This is important, since reliability is affected
when DLR devices are included in the system [30]. In Figure 1 the SE problem is shown. It is expected
that the measurements (z) and the OHL parameters contain errors (e). The SE issue is stated with the
objective of obtaining the best estimated both of the electrical RLC parameters and of the temperature
(TS) in each ruling span of the OHL. This paper is organized as follows: the different methods to compute
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the average conductor temperature are discussed in section 2. In section 3, the proposed methodology
is presented and the algorithm to minimize errors in temperature estimation along the entire OHL is
developed. Finally, simulation results obtained from testing this algorithm under typical atmospheric



























Figure 1: Dynamic Line Rating estimation using WLS, an overview using direct and indirect measurements
2. Review of Dynamic Line Rating Methods
In this section, mathematical models and approximations employed to calculate the temperature of
OHL conductors using direct and indirect measurements are presented. These expressions are used as
measurement functions in the formulation of the proposed SE algorithm. This algorithm estimates the
conductor temperature in steady state, which occurs during normal operating conditions. In steady state,
it is assumed that the current intensity and environmental conditions are constant during a certain period
of time, typically one hour [10]. Thus, the thermal transient term can be neglected. To use steady state
analysis, temperature is estimated at the moment that the conductor reaches the thermal equilibrium,
which is a conservative assumption. With this temperature value, the maximum conductor ampacity can
be calculated. However, if a short-term overload occurs, the state estimation is affected, being necessary
to do a continued estimation. The possibility of including thermal transients in a dynamic state estimation
problem will be object of future research.
2.1. Indirect measurements - Heat transfer equilibrium
Indirect method refers to the use of atmospheric conditions to compute the conductor temperature.
This method is based on the heat transfer between the conductor and the environment as a consequence
of heat losses and heat gains. Any change in the thermal conditions produces a thermal transient until
the conductor reaches the thermal equilibrium. This equilibrium can be described by the heat balance
QJ +QS = QC +QR (1)
where QJ and QS are the heat gains by Joule effect and solar radiation, and QC and QR are the heat
losses by cooling and radiation. The inputs of (1) are the wind speed and direction, the solar radiation,
the ambient temperature and the current intensity. As a consequence of wind variations in time and
space, it is recommended to use average values [31] as input for the heat balance equation. These average
values are commonly available in weather reports. Additionally, a set of conductor parameters must be
included as inputs. They increase error in the computing of temperature if not correctly chosen. For
instance, in [26] a linear statistical model is proposed with the aim of improving accuracy, which can be
influenced by errors in the physical parameters and by the approximations used to compute both heat
gains and losses in (1). In this paper the CIGRE model [32] is used as measurement function.
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2.2. Tension measurements - State equation
To relate changes in temperature with variations of tension in OHL conductors the state change
equation can be used [33]. In this work, the tension is assumed equal in each tensioning section of the
OHL and thus the ruling span approximation is used [34]. Because of conductor creep has low impact in
the sag calculation [35], this is considered as a source of error in estimation. Therefrom, only the linear











2 + EAεt (TS − Tref )
]
(2)
In this equation (2) E is the modulus of elasticity, A is the conductor cross section, H and HTref are the
horizontal tension at temperature TS and at reference temperature Tref , Rs is the ruling span length,
mc is the conductor mass per unit length, g is the gravitational acceleration and εt is the coefficient of
thermal expansion.
2.3. Sag measurements - Catenary equation
Sag measurements are used to obtain the clearance between the OHL conductor and the ground in
order to assess the OHL thermal capacity. Another way to calculate the OHL rating is to compute the
mechanical tension with sag measurements and use these values to compute the conductor’s temperature
by using the state change equation. This methodology is proposed in [36] using the parabolic approxi-
mation. However, for large spans the catenary solution is used, which relates sag (D) with tension (H)













To express mechanical tension as a function of sag, the equation (3) is expanded as a Taylor series in












+ · · · (4)
In this work, the first and second term of the series (4) are used to compute tension as a function of
sag, obtaining the polynomial form (5). This expression has the form of the polynomial of degree three




















q2 + (r − p2)3 + p (6)
where p = − b3a , q = p3 + bc−3ad6a2 and r = c3a . This equation expresses analytically the tension (H) in
function of the sag (D), allowing to compute the conductor temperature using sag measurements.
To compare the performance between the parabolic approximation (first term) and the use of the
two first terms of the catenary series expansion proposed to compute sag, the error between the exact
solution (3) and these approximation is contrasted under common values of span length and tension,
supposing a mc = 1.294 [kg/m]. Figure 2a shows the error (e) between the catenary function and the
parabolic approximation. Similarly, Figure 2b shows the error between the catenary function and the
approximation using the first two terms of the series. To use the first two terms of the catenary series
expansion results in an error inferior to 0.05%. When the parabolic approximation is used, an error
around 3% is obtained for long sags and low tensions. Consequently, a high accuracy is reached when
only the first two terms of the catenary series expansion are considered, since it allows to analytically
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(b) First two terms
Figure 2: Error in the computing of sag using Taylor series expansion of cosh
2.4. Temperature measurements
The temperature of the conductor can be measured directly with sensors installed on the OHL. How-
ever, in spite of directly sensing temperature, it is necessary to install a set of measurement devices along
the span because of the fact that temperature changes [37]. This as a consequence of the wind behavior,
the presence of clouds, close objects, among other factors which affects heat transfer. Consequently, the
conductor temperature is assumed as the average of the set of measurements.
2.5. Synchrophasor measurements
The computing of conductor ampacity with PMU is based on indirect measurements of temperature.
This method takes the synchronized values of voltage (vk, vm) and current (ik, im) at the ends of the
OHL to calculate its impedance. Thus, using the resistive part of impedance the average conductor
temperature along the OHL can be calculated, provided that the relationship between resistance and
temperature is known. When a π line model is used, the impedance (Z = R (TS) + jXL) and admittance




















vm − Z · im (8)
3. Proposed method for DLR State Estimation (SE)
Both economic and reliability considerations must be taken into account for implementing DLR sys-
tems. For lowering costs, a solution is to use weather nowcasting and PMU when available, and in order
to increase reliability, direct measurements on critical spans are necessary. Considering these aspects, a
new algorithm to estimate conductor temperature in each ruling span of an OHL is proposed in this work
using PMU, weather nowcasting and direct measurements.
3.1. Definition of the estimation problem
In this proposed method, the definition of the SE problem is based on the measurement model
functions h(z,x) (9), which model the errors (e) in a set of measurements z (10) by means of the state
vector (x). In other words, the measurement functions compute the error between measurements and
state variables using known relationships. If the values of either temperature, tension, or sag along the
entire OHL are known, it is possible to compute the thermal state of the line [6]. Therefore, both the
temperature in each ruling span (TSn) and the RLC parameters of the equivalent OHL π circuit were
chosen as state variables (11) in this paper.









R L C TS1 TS2 · · · TSN
]T
(11)
The reason for selecting the conductor temperature as state variable is because of the direct rela-
tionship between losses, resistance and temperature. It allows the integration of all DLR measurements



















where Rn is the resistance and TSn is the temperature of the conductor in the ruling span n.
The elements of the measurement vector z (10) are:
1. v and i are the complex values of voltage and current at ends (k,m) of the OHL, measured at the
same time.
2. The vectors zW (14) are the set of atmospheric parameters w =
[
Ta S ϑ δ
]
in each ruling span.
Ta is the ambient temperature, S is the solar radiation, ϑ is the wind speed and δ is the attack angle
of the wind. N is the number of ruling spans.
zW =
[
w1 w2 · · · wN
]
(14)
3. The vector zTS (15) is the set of temperature measurements over the conductor. These measurements
are located in specifics ruling spans (FTS ) along the OHL. NT is the number of measurements.
zTS =
[
TS1 TS2 · · · TSn · · · TSNT
]
n ∈ FTS (15)
4. The vector zH (16) is the set of tension measurements available on the OHL. NH is the number of
tension devices located on specific ruling spans (FH).
zH =
[
H1 H2 · · · Hn · · · HNH
]
n ∈ FH (16)
5. The vector zD (17) is the set of sag measurements available on the OHL located in (FD). ND is the
number of devices that are sensing the sag.
zD =
[
D1 D2 · · · Dn · · · DND
]
n ∈ FD (17)
Finally, with the state variables (x) defined and with the DLR measurements functions addressed in
section 2, the SE is stated as follows: if x̂ is assumed to be the best estimates of x, a residual vector ε
(18) is obtained to evaluate the measurement functions h(z, x̂). These functions are formed as in (19)
and are described in the AppendixA.
ε = h (z, x̂) (18)
h (z,x) =
[
Re (hv (z,x)) Im (hv (z,x)) Re (hi (z,x)) Im (hi (z,x)) . . .
hR (z,x) hP (z,x) hQ (z,x) hT (z,x) hH (z,x) hD (z,x)
]T (19)
3.2. Weighted Least Squares - WLS
To compute the best estimate of the temperature in each ruling span, the most common error norm is
applied in this paper: Least Square Error norm or Squared Euclidian norm [38]. Thus, the least square





2 = [h(z, x̂)]
T
[W] [h(z, x̂)] (20)
where Nm is the number of measurement functions and equal to the size of vector (19). W is a diagonal
matrix whose elements are the measurement weights wn
2 which are calculated using the measurement’s
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standard deviation. Equations derived to compute wn are in the AppendixB. Finally, the cost function
to obtain the best estimated is given by (21).
min
x
J (x) = [h(z, x̂)]
T
[W] [h(z, x̂)] (21)
The minimum value of J (x) is found when ∂J (x)/∂x = 0, or the gradient ∇xJ (x) = 0 [39], as shown
in (22),
∇xJ (x) = [H]T [W] [h(z, x̂)] (22)
where H is the Jacobian matrix, defined as H = ∂h(z,x)/∂x. The proposed H matrix has the form of
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∂XL
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∂ Im (hv (z,x))
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As the relationships between the states x and measurement functions h(z,x) are nonlinear in almost
all cases, an iterative process is necessary in order to estimate x̂ numerically. In this work the iterative









[W] [h(z, x̂)] (24)
The number of state variables is Ns = 3+N (size of the vector (11)) and the number of measurement
functions is Nm = 6 + N + NT + NH + ND. Therefore, provided that at least PMU measurements
and weather nowcasting are available the system is overdetermined, because Nm > Ns. To summarize,
algorithm 1 shows the procedure developed to estimate the conductor temperature in each ruling span and
the OHL’s RLC parameters. During the evaluation of the algorithm non-convergence was detected when
the initial guess of temperature was far away of the true temperature, and when the direct measurements
had opposite sign (consider bad data). This induces to either the computing of negative tension forces,
which generate complex residuals, or to estimating temperatures below of the absolute zero. Two IF
statements are included into the algorithm to avoid these negative outcomes. However, the identification
of other possible conditions of non-convergence will be subject of future research.
4. Case Study
Due to the fact that methods to minimize error in conductor temperature computing along OHLs
using direct and indirect measurements are not available in literature, the proposed algorithm could
not be compared to similar ones. Thus, in order to evaluate the performance of the algorithm, it was
implemented in Matlab R© and tested with the data of a real OHL under typical atmospheric conditions,
assuming both weather measurement theoretical values and values of direct measurements done at critical
spans. Random errors were added to that set of measurements in order to estimate the conductor
temperature in all ruling spans by means of the algorithm. These results were contrasted with values
of temperature computed using the assumed theoretical measurements. The random errors were added
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Algorithm 1 Proposed algorithm for DLR state estimation using WLS
1: procedure DlrSE(z, OHL, x̂0) ⊲ z is the measurement set
2: ⊲ OHL has the line parameters




7: while e ≥ ǫ do


















[H]T [W] [h(z, x̂)]
16: x̂← x̂−∆x̂
17: e← max |∆x̂|








Table 1: Direct and indirect measurements accuracy
Name Accuracy Units
NWP
Ta 2 [K] [40]
ϑ 35 [%] [3, 40]
δ 11.25 [◦] [3]
Down scaling
Ta 1 [K] [11]
ϑ 20 [%] [11]
δ 11.25 [◦] [3]
Direct
measurements
TS 0.5 [K] [5]
D 2.5 [cm] [41]
H 0.03 [%]
v, i 0.3 [%]
assuming a normal probability distribution with mean 0 and a standard deviation (σ) assumed as one
third of the measurement’s accuracy. The accuracy for each kind of measurements is shown in Table 1.
The data used in the simulations corresponds to the OHL identified as BR-1 located in Iceland and
operated by LandsNet. This OHL has 30 ruling spans as shown Figure 3, with a rate voltage of 220
[kV]. More information about OHL design and location is available in [20]. Close to the influence area of
BR-1 there are identified 16 weather stations. Thus, to simulate the atmospheric conditions, the reports
of those stations are used to interpolate the wind speed and direction and the ambient temperature
through biharmonic splines (nowcasting). The atmospheric conditions were interpolated in the middle
of each ruling span and assumed constant along that same span. A more complex model of weather
nowcasting is out of the scope of this work because of the aim of this simulation is to evaluate the
proposed SE algorithm under typical conditions. The interpolation were carried out at 18:00 18.04.2016
with atmospheric values got from Icelandic Met Office (as shown in Table 2). Finally, availability of two
models of weather nowcasting were supposed: one to down scaling [11, 40] and other from a numerical
weather prediction model (NWP), commonly found on the Web.
For direct measurements, a set of critical ruling spans was defined based on the weather variation for
a typical day [20]. These critical ruling spans are 1, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17. However, the spans 10, 11, 12
and 14, 15 are close to each other, hence it is assumed that only four measurement devices are installed
8
Table 2: Weather station measurements at 18:00 18.04.2016
Name Ta [
◦C] ϑ [m/s] Wind Direc-
tion [◦]
Name Ta [
◦C] ϑ [m/s] Wind Direc-
tion [◦]
Rvk 3.0 3 225 Moshe -0.5 4 -68
Holms 2.1 4 225 Tingv 2.5 3 270
Korpa 2.7 3 202 Akrfj 1.7 6 202
Geldn 3.1 3 202 Tyril 2.0 3 135
Kjaln 2.0 5 247 Botns -3.5 5 270
Skrau 2.1 7 202 Skahe -3.5 7 225
Blikd 1.8 5 247 Hamel 1.3 4 225
Sfell -4.7 4 -68 Hveyr 1.5 5 225
Figure 3: Location of BR1-OHL ruling spans (blues squares) and nearby weather stations (red diamonds)
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vk −125.78 + j26.667 −125.60 + j26.63 - - [kV]
ik −518.32 + j486.70 −517.26+j486.07 - - [A]
vm −111.32 + j37.853 −111.39 + j37.95 - - [kV]
im 513.00− j506.26 511.86− j505.74 - - [A]
TS 16.8 16.7 17 1 [
◦C]
H1 25.356 25.353 1 1 [kN]
H15 15.698 15.696 15 1 [kN]
D11 10.38 10.39 11 1 [m]
Table 4: Indirect Measurements at 18:00 18.04.2016
Ruling
Span







































1 2.3 3.8 32 2.6 3.8 32 1.8 4.4 32 16 2.1 2.8 16 2.0 2.8 25 1.3 3.2 13
2 1.2 4.4 46 1.3 4.9 40 2.1 3.6 44 17 2.0 3.0 15 2.3 3.1 21 2.4 2.7 16
3 -1.0 4.7 40 -0.7 4.8 39 -0.6 4.5 35 18 1.7 3.1 1 0.9 3.2 3 2.4 3.0 0
4 -3.5 4.6 66 -3.4 4.5 70 -4.7 5.5 65 19 0.8 3.5 48 1.4 3.5 49 0.7 4.1 50
5 -3.9 4.2 35 -4.0 4.5 36 -4.8 4.2 36 20 -0.1 3.8 52 -0.6 3.4 53 1.5 3.9 49
6 -1.4 3.6 31 -1.7 3.9 32 -0.9 4.2 27 21 -0.5 4.0 54 -0.3 4.1 51 -1.2 3.6 51
7 -1.0 3.3 82 -1.4 2.8 82 -1.8 3.6 79 22 -0.8 4.1 56 -1.0 4.0 49 -0.5 4.5 58
8 -0.2 3.1 10 0.2 3.2 9 -0.9 3.2 11 23 -1.9 4.7 64 -2.1 4.6 58 -1.2 5.7 66
9 0.6 3.0 41 0.5 3.0 40 1.0 3.0 45 24 -2.9 5.4 77 -3.4 5.9 76 -2.9 3.8 83
10 0.8 3.0 46 1.3 3.0 43 1.3 3.3 46 25 -3.3 5.8 57 -3.2 6.3 53 -3.6 5.4 55
11 1.4 2.9 9 1.4 2.7 17 2.1 2.5 2 26 -3.6 6.2 70 -3.2 5.9 69 -4.4 5.6 62
12 1.9 2.8 2 1.7 3.2 0 2.0 2.6 4 27 -3.9 6.5 62 -3.8 6.8 63 -3.5 6.6 65
13 2.1 2.8 9 2.6 2.7 11 3.6 2.7 12 28 -4.0 6.8 43 -3.9 6.8 38 -3.5 5.6 44
14 2.2 2.8 55 2.4 3.1 55 1.5 3.4 59 29 -4.0 7.0 29 -4.2 6.9 29 -3.5 6.6 32
15 2.2 2.8 37 2.4 3.0 39 1.8 2.9 43 30 -3.7 7.0 19 -3.7 7.6 21 -3.5 5.5 11
in spans 1, 11, 15, 17. The initial guess values of x̂0 for starting the SE algorithm are R = 3.83 [Ω],
XL = 25.2 [Ω], YC = 164 [µS] and TS = 40 [
◦C]. These were taken from the OHL datasheet and TS is
the design maximum allowable temperature of the conductor.
4.1. Performance of the Algorithm in a generic application example
A generic example was chosen to evaluate the algorithm performance, adding random errors to the
assumed theoretical values. The location and the values for both theoretical and simulated direct mea-
surements are shown in Table 3. It is assumed that the PMUs are located at the ends of the OHL and
the direct measurement devices are located at the ruling spans 1,11,15,17. These measurements are sim-
ulated adding random errors to the theoretical values as previously explained. The interpolated indirect
measurements are shown in Table 4. Under these conditions, the estimated values of T̂S obtained with
the algorithm and the theoretical values of TS in each ruling span are shown in Figure 4, along with the
errors between them. The algorithm converged in 4 iterations and the maximum error was e ≈ 2[K] in
the ruling span 16.
4.2. Impact of measurement error on SE accuracy
To assess the overall performance of the algorithm, 1000 cases were run adding normal random errors
to the measurements. The procedure was executed on a standard laptop with 8 GB of RAM memory
and a processor Intel R© Core i5-1.70 GHz, obtaining an average time of 2.6 [s] with 3 or 4 iterations in
each run. Figure 5 shows the temperature estimated through standard box plots, where the maximum
distance between the upper and lower whiskers was ≈ 8 [K] located in the ruling span 13. Figure 6 shows
the comparison between uncertainties obtained by using the estimation algorithm and computed with
the two assumed weather models. The uncertainty was assumed as three times the standard deviation.
The standard deviation in each ruling span was computed with the errors obtained in each one of the
1000 runs. As a result, in all ruling spans the uncertainty obtained in the computed temperature was
lower (closer to the theoretical value) when the proposed algorithm was used (in comparison to using only
weather reports). Additionally, the influence of direct measurements can be appreciated in the ruling
spans 1,11,15 and 17.
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Figure 4: Estimated temperature by using the proposed algorithm, theoretical temperature values and error between both
for each ruling span of the OHL BR-1









Figure 5: Box plots for estimated temperatures with proposed algorithm in each ruling span
4.3. Influence of direct measurements on close spans
The influence of direct measurements in the estimation of temperature in spans that are not directly
monitored is analyzed through a comparison of three scenarios:
1. Using only PMU and nowcasting
11










Figure 6: Comparison of temperature estimated using the proposed algorithm, computed from NWP and from downscaling
atmospheric models in each ruling span. Uncertainty was assumed as three times the standard deviation of error
2. Adding direct measurements to PMU and nowcasting
3. Adding a nowcasting update using direct measurements
A new interpolation is carried out for weather update, assuming the ambient temperature, solar
radiation and wind direction of the previous weather nowcasting (in this work, the down scaling model)
and including a new wind speed in the spans with direct measurements. This new wind speed is an
average wind speed [42] computed according to [12] using the previous assumed atmospheric values. As
a result, of considering a new weather nowcasting, which is based on results of a previous interpolation
a higher weight is added to these measurements in the state estimation impacting the results. With the
aim of avoiding this undesirable effect that changes results, the computing of the matrix of weights W
is modified, multiplying by
√
2 the standard deviation in both the previous and the new nowcasting.
Hence, the average wind speed update only influences the estimation of ruling spans located close to
direct measurements. The cost of including the weather update is an increase in processing time (3.1 [s])
as a consequence of using a new nowcasting.
The uncertainty computed in the three scenarios with 1000 simulations is shown in Figure 7, where
the influence of the direct measurements at local level (ruling spans 1,11,15 and 17) is observed. The
influence of weather update over ruling spans 8,9,10,12,13,14,16 and 18, which are close to the location
of direct measurements, can be observed, lowering uncertainty. The error increases in ruling spans 2 to
4 as a consequence of using biharmonic spline to update weather nowcasting. In these locations, it was
observed that wind increased its value when the interpolation was carried out, thus that error can be
associated to the weather nowcasting model instead of the state estimation algorithm. Authors believe
that with a more accurate model of weather nowcasting update, the estimation of conductor temperature
can be improved. This matter for future research and therefore, out of the scope of this work.
According to the previous simulation, the maximum errors obtained are ±4.2 [K] and ±2.9 [K] with
confidence levels of 99.7% (3σTS ) and 95% respectively. Assuming the acceptable error margin given by
the CIGRE [10] of ±20 [cm] in sag estimation which is equivalent to 3.8 [K] in the ruling span 13 (where
the maximum error was obtained) at a conductor temperature of 20 [◦C]; this margin is achieved in all
ruling spans, provided a confidence level of 95%. If higher reliability is required, a direct measurement
device must be installed on ruling span 13 or a more accurate nowcasting model must be used.
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Figure 7: Comparison of accuracy between temperature estimated using PMU and weather nowcasting, direct measurements
in ruling spans (1,11,15,17), and a weather nowcasting carried out means of updating from direct measurements
5. Discussion and Conclusion
This paper proposes the integration of direct and indirect DLR measurements by means of incorpo-
rating the equivalent resistance and the total losses into a new algorithm to estimate temperature of all
OHLs ruling spans, thus minimizing measurement errors. The presented algorithm takes advantage of
the developments in weather nowcasting as well as benefitting from the high accuracy of devices used for
direct measurement.
The SE algorithm can be used with the aim of both reducing congestion and increasing reliability
in OHLs. This algorithm runs if at least PMU measurements and a weather nowcasting are available.
Furthermore, the algorithm has the ability of including direct measurements in critical spans in order to
improve estimation’s accuracy. These measurements (tension, sag and temperature) have a high impact
in the temperature estimation’s accuracy in the spans where devices are located. Additionally, redundant
measurements can be included to increase reliability and security of the DLR systems. Nevertheless, if the
algorithm is operated only with PMU measurements and weather nowcasting exist the risk of increasing
the error in the estimation.
In this work, the expressions to implement the SE algorithm were derived, for example, a state equation
to compute the temperature in the conductor using tension and sag measurements, the derivatives of
CIGRE standard to compute temperature from atmospheric conditions, the approximation of cosh to
the first two terms of the Taylor series expansion and approximations in the computing of uncertainty
propagation. All these expressions can be changed in the proposed algorithm, according to research needs.
As an example, linear, simplified or complex models such as plastic elongation can be used, as well as
heat transfer equilibrium approximations, among others. To carry out these changes it is necessary to
formulate the measurement functions, the Jacobian and the weight matrix.
Finally, the algorithm was tested in a real OHL configuration and simulating typical atmospheric
conditions. Simulations show that it is fast and computationally efficient, with computing times less
than three seconds. This is a short time considering that a set of nonlinear equations must be solved
and a complete overview of the conductor temperature along the OHL is provided, with errors less than
±4 [K].
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AppendixA. Measurement Functions - h(z, x̂)
The vector (19) related the DLR measurements with the state vector as follows:
1. Re (hv (z,x)) (A.1), Im (hv (z,x)) (A.2), Re (hi (z,x)) (A.3), Im (hi (z,x)) (A.4) are the measurement
functions that related the state variables RLC with PMU measurements. These relationships are
obtained from (7) and (8).
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2. hR (z,x) (A.5) and hP (z,x) (A.6) are the equations of integration which relate the temperature in
each ruling span with the equivalent OHL resistance (13) and the losses on the entire conductor (12).



















3. hQ (z,x) (A.7) is the set of measurement functions used to model the heat transfer equilibrium on
each ruling span, related the atmospheric conditions and the current intensity with the temperature
of the conductor.
hQ (z,x) = QC +QR − (QJ +QS) (A.7)
4. hT (z,x) (A.8) is the residual between temperature measurements on the conductor and the state
variables of temperature.
hT (z,x) = z [TS ]− x [TS] (A.8)
5. hH (z,x) (A.9) relates the mechanical tension measurements with state variables of temperature by
means of using the state change equation (2).
hH (z,x) = z [H ]−H (x [TS]) (A.9)
6. hD (z,x) (A.10) relates the sag measurements with temperature through the centenary series expansion
(5) and state change equation (2).
hD (z,x) = H (z [D])−H (x [TS ]) (A.10)
AppendixB. Least Square Weights - Matrix [W]
The following assumptions are made in this work for selecting the weights in the Least Square esti-
mation:
1. Direct σ.
Standard deviations for voltages σv, currents σi, and direct measurements of temperature σTS and
tension σH are assumed as a third part of the measurement accuracy.
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2. Indirect σ
Given that Due to the remaining measurement functions are calculated using indirect measurements,





















For function hR (z,x), it is considered that the resistance is indirectly measured by PMU. This can
be approximated by means of (B.2), assuming that the shunt capacitance is negligible. As result, the







































|vk| cos ( 6 vk − 6 ikm)− |vm| cos ( 6 vm − 6 ikm)
|ikm|2
(B.3)
For function hP (z,x) it is assumed that the losses i
2R are indirectly measured. Consequently, the








For sag measurements, hD (z,x) represents the tension in function of sag, thus, the uncertainty is





The standard deviation for heat transfer equilibrium is computed with (B.6), where the derivatives are
approximated using the expressions given in [32]. For wind speed below of 0.5 [m/s] ∂QC/∂Ta = 0,
and ∂QC/∂δ = 0. Due to stability problems presented in the estimation for values of σδ greater than
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AppendixC. Partial Derivatives of the Measurement Functions - Jacobian Matrix [H]
Due to the complexity of deriving dH/dTS from (2) in an analytical way, the derivative of inverse































Partial derivatives for heat transfer equilibrium (C.4) to (C.7) were calculated using expressions pre-
sented in [32], where d is the diameter of the conductor, εm is the solar emissivity of the conductor
surface (in this work assumed as 0.5), σB is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, α is the temperature coef-
ficient of resistance, R′Tref is the resistivity per unit length at temperature Tref , and B1, A2 n, and m2
are constants described in [32].
∂QJ
∂TS






= 4πdεmσB (TS + 273)
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(C.6)
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1.07× 109 + 3.25 × 109m2
)
Ta − 2.04× 10
11 (1 +m2)
K8 =(TS + Ta + 546)
(
1.32 × 10−5 + 4.75× 10−8 (TS + Ta)
) (
1.25× 10−4 (TS + Ta)− 0.75
)
(C.7)
During forced cooling, the partial derivative (C.8) is used, where the parameter k, depends on wind attack
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3.6× 10−5 (Ta + TS) + 0.0242
)
(TS − Ta)
4.75 × 10−8 (TS + Ta) + 1.32 × 10−5
) (C.8)
Finally, the elements of the Jacobian Matrix (23) are computed by means of (C.9) to (C.30).
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